Getting Started with PowerPivot

Unlike regular Excel Pivot Tables where you invoke the QQube Add-In, the only way to get started with PowerPivot is to open up one of the examples in the Configuration Tool:

First make sure that you have the Sales Analytic loaded, and that you have no synch issues.

Then refresh your data. (The spreadsheet will not automatically ask to refresh)

PowerPivot has the same features of a regular Excel Pivot Table, but interacts with QQube a little differently. Here you will notice that the QQube Excel Add-In is greyed out.
Beginning with QQube Version 6.1, PowerPivot Examples contain the "most usable" fields as defaults. For example, we would make available Billing City, State or Zip Code, but not Billing Address 1, 2, 3 as the former fields are natural for Business Intelligence, and the latter fields are more useful for reporting.

QQube Versions prior to 6.1 provided PowerPivot Examples with many more default folders and default fields, and most likely require you to remove many of them to be efficient.